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Constructing Minimum Deflection Fixture
Arrangements Using Frame Invariant Norms
Qiao Lin, Joel W. Burdick, and Elon Rimon, Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper describes a fixture planning method that
minimizes object deflection under external loads. The method
takes into account the natural compliance of the contacting bodies
and applies to two-dimensional and three-dimensional quasirigid
bodies. The fixturing method is based on a quality measure that
characterizes the deflection of a fixtured object in response to unit
magnitude wrenches. The object deflection measure is defined in
terms of frame-invariant rigid body velocity and wrench norms
and is therefore frame invariant. The object deflection measure
is applied to the planning of optimal fixture arrangements of
polygonal objects. We describe minimum-deflection fixturing
algorithms for these objects, and make qualitative observations on
the optimal arrangements generated by the algorithms. Concrete
examples illustrate the minimum deflection fixturing method.
Note to Practitioners—During fixturing, a workpiece needs to not
only be stable against external perturbations, but must also stay
within a specified tolerance in response to machining or assembly
forces. This paper describes a fixture planning approach that min-
imizes object deflection under applied work loads. The paper de-
scribes how to take local material deformation effects into account,
using a generic quasirigid contact model. Practical algorithms that
compute the optimal fixturing arrangements of polygonal work-
pieces are described and examples are then presented.
Index Terms—Fixture planning, frame-invariant norms, grasp
quality measure, object deflection.
I. INTRODUCTION
THIS PAPER is concerned with planning fixture arrange-ments of quasirigid workpieces. Fixturing plays an
important role in manufacturing and assembly applications [6],
[35], [47]. In these applications, a workpiece is fixtured with
some preloading forces by fixturing elements, or fixels. The
workpiece need not only be stable against external perturba-
tions, but must also stay within a specified tolerance in response
to machining or assembly forces [5], [18], [29]. It has been
theoretically and experimentally shown that the deflection of
fixtured objects due to contact compliance is a major source of
geometric error in machining operations, and that fixel geom-
etry and layout can significantly reduce such deflections [16],
[17], [41]. This paper describes a fixture planning approach
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that minimizes object deflection under applied work loads.
Loosely speaking, the deflection of a fixtured object is the
average or maximal displacement of the object’s individual
particles. Using frame-invariant rigid body velocity and wrench
norms, we characterize the deflection of a fixtured object under
a general class of quasirigid contact models. Based on this
characterization, we define a frame-invariant object deflection
measure and apply the measure to optimal fixture planning of
polygonal objects.
The grasping and fixturing literature has a long tradition of
using quality measures to quantify and select optimal contact
arrangements. For example, the authors in [26] define as a
quality measure the smallest singular value of the matrix whose
columns consist of the generating wrenches (i.e., wrenches due
to unit finger forces). Subsequent quality measures compute
the maximal wrench ball inscribed in the convex hull of the
generating wrenches [9], [25], [42]. Other quality measures
either minimize the worst-case finger forces needed to balance a
collection of pure forces acting on the object [31], or treat forces
and torques lexicographically [34]. Another notable approach
is based on assessing the static stability margin afforded by a
given contact arrangement. This approach was pioneered by
the authors in [24], and subsequently extended in [1], [4], [13],
[21], [45], [49]. An alternative quality measure, suggested by
Nakamura et al. [36], considers the largest allowable dynamic
perturbation to the contact positions that does not cause slip-
page. However, all of these quality measures assume perfectly
rigid bodies which do not experience any contact deformation
in response to applied loads. Moreover, some of these quality
measures employ ill-defined wrench norms. This paper clarifies
the meaning of frame-invariant velocity and wrench norms,
and applies these notions to define a frame-invariant object
deflection measure.
In contrast with grasping applications, industrial fixtures must
withstand work loads as high as 5000 lbf [14], and the precision
of such fixtures is highly affected by contact compliance [47].
The literature contains relatively few compliant quality mea-
sures, all of which rely on the grasp stiffness matrix [2]. For
example, the authors [7] consider the eigenvalues of the grasp
stiffness matrix, while Lin et al. consider the behavior of the
stiffness matrix on certain invariant subspaces [29]. Another ex-
ample is the work of Donoghue et al. [8], who propose, as a
quality measure, a weighted sum of displacement components
which are determined by the grasp stiffness matrix. However,
the existing quality measures give only an indirect indication on
the amount of object deflection under workloads. The quality
measure described in this paper directly characterizes the de-
flection of object particles under workloads. Prior efforts at as-
1545-5955/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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sessing object deflection (as well as fixture stresses) are based
on finite-element analysis [33], [39], [44]. While this approach
offers excellent accuracy, it has drawbacks. The contact compli-
ance models relating fixture reaction forces to object displace-
ment can only be obtained numerically. Thus, while such numer-
ical methods are useful for verifying existing fixture designs,
they are not well suited for early planning stages when work-
piece designs and process plans are frequently modified. This
paper provides a direct characterization of object deflection in a
lumped parameter form which is suitable for automated fixture
planning.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews
the modeling of compliant contact arrangements using the fix-
ture stiffness matrix. Section III discusses the notions of frame-
invariant velocity and wrench norms. These notions are part of
a general theory on objective metric functions [28], which is
applied here to the formulation of a frame-invariant object de-
flection measure. In Section IV, we characterize the deflection
of a fixtured object in response to unit magnitude wrenches.
Based on this measure, we describe in Section V practical al-
gorithms that compute the globally optimal three-contact and
four-contact fixturing arrangements of polygonal workpieces.
These global optimization algorithms are significant, since the
underlying optimization problem is nonconvex and nonlinear.
Examples are then presented, and qualitative properties of the
optimal fixtures are described. In the concluding section, we dis-
cuss future research issues, which include the development of a
high-precision fixturing system [3].
II. MODELING OF COMPLIANT FIXTURES
This section briefly reviews the stiffness-matrix model for
compliant fixtures. A fixture arrangement consists of an object
, which is, in general, three-dimensional (3-D), contacted by
stationary fixels .1 We assume that the bodies are
quasirigid (i.e., deformations due to material compliance are lo-
calized at the contacts). Elasticity theory [23], [43] suggests that
this is an excellent assumption as long as the bodies are not made
of exceptionally soft material and do not contain slender sub-
structures.
The overall motion of relative to the stationary fixels can be
efficiently described in ’s configuration space as follows. Let
be a stationary world frame, and let be a body frame
fixed to . A configuration of is a pair , where
and are the position and orientation of rela-
tive to . The set of all configurations, denoted as , is ’s
configuration space (or c-space). We parametrize using hybrid
coordinates , where parametrizes
by exponential coordinates. The tangent space to at ,
denoted as , is the set of all tangent vectors, or velocities of
, at . Tangent vectors represent instantaneous displacements
of and can approximate small displacements of the object.
In hybrid coordinates, tangent vectors take the form ,
1This paper focuses on completely loaded fixtures, in which all active fixels
are immobilized upon completion of the fixture loading process. Hence, there
is no loss of generality in assuming stationary fixels.
where and are linear and angular velocities of relative to
. (Tangent vectors represent velocities , or small displace-
ments where is a small time interval. We use the latter
interpretation in this paper while notationaly dropping .) The
wrench space at , denoted , is the set of all wrenches (or
covector) acting on at . A wrench takes the form
in hybrid coordinates, where is the force acting on and is
the torque. When is a 2-D object, c-space is parameterized by
. In this case, tangent vectors and wrenches
are written as and .
Consider a compliant fixture in which an object is held at
an equilibrium configuration . That is, in the absence of
external wrenches, forces applied by the fixels produce zero net
wrench on . When subjected to an external wrench ,
the object experiences a small displacement. To first order, this
displacement can be approximated by a velocity , which
is related to by
or (1)
where is the fixture stiffness matrix, and is the
fixture compliance matrix. If and are positive definite, the
fixture is stable.
The object’s c-space can be described using alternative world
and object frames and as follows. Let be dis-
placed from , and from by constant transforma-
tions and . Then, the equilibrium configura-
tion will have some new coordinates . The applied wrench and
resulting object displacement will also have new coordinates,
which are related to the original coordinates by and
, respectively. Thus, the stiffness matrix obeys the trans-
formation rule
(2)
where is the stiffness matrix associated with the frames
and . Here, in hybrid coordinates, the transformation matrix
is given for the 2-D and 3-D cases by
and
(3)
where is the 3 3 skew-symmetric matrix such that
for , is the orientation of relative to at , and
.
While the computation of the fixture stiffness matrix is
beyond the scope of this paper, can be computed from any
lumped-parameter contact compliance model which is based
on the quasirigid assumption. Examples include [8], [12], [20],
[30], [37], [38], [48], and [50]. These examples are based on
linear spring models [19] or the classical Hertz model [22].
However, it is important to note that (1) is generally applicable
to quasirigid fixtures and is not restricted to these specific
approaches.
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III. FRAME-INVARIANT VELOCITY AND WRENCH NORMS
The object deflection measure is based on frame-invariant ve-
locity and wrench norms2 which are introduced in this section.
A. Frame-Invariant Velocity Norms
Consider a 3-D object with a configuration space . Once
the tangent space is parametrized by , one can
use the Euclidean norm of as a velocity norm. However,
this norm does not satisfy the important property of frame in-
variance—the same physical velocity of will have different
norms depending on the body and world frames being used to
parametrize c-space. Moreover, the Euclidean norm combines
translational and rotational velocities in an ad-hoc way. We now
describe two rigid-body velocity norms which are free of both
problems. The two norms belong to a general family of norms
whose definition requires some notation. Let denote the
region of occupied by the object at a configuration . Let
denote points of described in , and let denote points
of described in its body frame . The two representations
are related by the rigid-body transformation ,
where . When moves along a c-space trajectory
, a fixed body point traces a curve whose velocity is
given by , where .
Definition 1: Let be a non-negative weighting
function such that . Let be a velocity
of at , and let be an integer. The velocity norm of
with respect to is
where is the usual Euclidean norm on , and is the
orientation matrix of at .
We verify the norm properties of two special -norms which
are most relevant for assessing object deflection. The first is the
root-mean-square or velocity norm.
Definition 2: The rms velocity norm of with respect to
is the 2-norm given by
The norm can be written in the following equivalent form.
Using the identities and ,
2Recall that a norm on a vector space V is a function kk : V ! such that
kxk 0 and kxk = 0 only at x = 0 (positive definiteness), kxk = jjkxk
(linear homogeneity), and kx + yk kxk + kyk (triangle inequality) for all
x; y 2 V and  2 .
one can write . Hence,




The norm has a simpler expression in ’s body velocity,3
but we shall use formula (4) for . Note that is well
defined, since the matrix , called the weighting matrix, is pos-
itive semidefinite. The verification that is a norm is now
straightforward. The matrix is generically positive definite
and, in this case, (4) is positive definite, linearly homogeneous
in , and satisfies the triangle inequality. The intuition behind
the norm is as follows. When is mass density, the
norm is simply the kinetic energy of . However, a more inter-
esting interpretation can be given from a purely kinematic point
of view. The function can be interpreted as a weighting func-
tion for ’s pointwise velocities (assigned according to process
precision constraints), and is a weighted average of ’s
pointwise velocities. This interpretation is used below to quan-
tify the average deflection of ’s points in response to an applied
load. The following lemma asserts the frame invariance of the
norm (Appendix A).
Lemma 1: The velocity norm is invariant with respect
to the choice of world and body frames.
Similar to kinetic energy, the norm has a simple expres-
sion when the origin of is chosen at ’s centroid with re-
spect to the weighting function . (The centroid is the point
.) For a 2-D object, the norm becomes
, where . The scalar
is ’s radius of gyration when is mass density. The second
norm measures the maximal rather than average velocity of ’s
points.
Definition 3: The max velocity norm of with respect to
the weighting function is the -norm given by
(5)
The norm satisfies the inequality
for all and weighting functions . Since




Note that is well defined, since the matrix is positive
semi-definite. The following lemma specifies the precise condi-
tion under which is a norm (Appendix A).
Lemma 2: If is a 2-D object, is a norm when is
strictly positive at two points of . If is a 3-D object,
3Let _q = (v ; ! ) be B’s body velocity. Then, (v ; ! ) = (R v;R !),
hence k _q k = ( (r)k!  r + v k dr) = ( _q M _q ) .
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is a norm when is strictly positive at three noncollinear points
of .
The arguments used to prove frame invariance of the
norm (Lemma 1) also imply frame invariance of the norm.
The computation of the norm becomes simple if one uses
screw coordinates for [32]. Suppose for simplicity that is
a uniform weighting function of unity. If is pure translation,
then and . Otherwise, can be written
as , where and . Using this notation,
the velocity of a 3-D body can be regarded as an instantaneous
screw motion with magnitude , pitch , and screw axis
. That is, is an instantaneous ro-
tation of magnitude about , accompanied by an instantaneous
translation along by an amount . Using screw coordinates,
the norm is given by ,
where is the maximal distance from the screw axis to
’s points. In the 2-D case, simplifies to a rotation about ’s
instantaneous center of rotation, a point given by ,
where . In this case, , where
is now the maximal distance from to ’s points.
Finally, one can choose a finite number of object points which
are critical for precision monitoring, and only use these points
in the definition of the and norms. More precisely, let
be points on . Then, one can define a weighting
function , where denotes the Dirac
delta function and . Under this choice, the two
norms become and
, where in the 3-D case,
and in the 2-D case. We use the discretized
norms below to compute minimum-deflection fixtures of polyg-
onal objects.
B. Frame-Invariant Wrench Norms
A wrench acting on at a configuration is formally a cov-
ector which acts linearly on tangent vectors
. A covector norm formalizes the notion of wrench
magnitude. Similar to the Euclidean tangent vector norm, a Eu-
clidean covector norm on a parametrization of by is not
frame invariant. A better approach is to start with a frame-in-
variant velocity norm and use this norm to induce a frame-in-
variant wrench norm. A standard procedure for generating cov-
ector norms from tangent vector norms is as follows. Given a
velocity norm and a covector , the dual wrench norm of
, denoted is given by
Note that the frame invariance of the dual wrench norm au-
tomatically follows from the frame invariance of the velocity
norm. The following lemma applies this procedure to the
velocity norm.4
4The procedure can also be applied to the max velocity norm, but the rms
wrench norm is much simpler to compute [27].
Lemma 3: Let the matrix in
be positive definite. Then, the dual wrench norm induced by
, denoted , is given by
where
Moreover, is invariant with respect to the choice of
world and body frames.
Proof: Let denote the usual Euclidean norm, and let
be a symmetric matrix. In general, the maximum value of
a quadratic form over is , the max-
imal eigenvalue of . In our case,
over . Since is positive def-
inite, we can define and write the norm as
over . The
matrix is positive semidefinite and has a
rank of unity. Hence, it has a single nonzero eigenvalue which
is also its maximal eigenvalue. This eigenvalue is given by
Hence,
.
The wrench norm is used below to define frame-invariant
unit wrench balls. We conclude this section with a remark on the
physical interpretation of the wrench norm [27]. Imagine
that is generated by a system of distributed forces,
denoted , where with respect to the weighting func-
tion . That is, and .
Let denote the collection of all force distributions such
that is finite. Then
In words, the norm of a wrench is the infimum rms av-
erage over all force distributions that generate the net wrench .
IV. OBJECT DEFLECTION QUALITY MEASURE
Before introducing the deflection quality measure, recall that
the displacement of a fixtured object in response to a wrench
is given by , where the fixture stiffness matrix
is assumed positive definite. The worst case deflection of is
characterized as its maximal displacement in response to all
wrenches in a frame-invariant unit wrench ball. This notion is
precisely made in the following definition.
Definition 4: Let a fixture arrangement of an object have a
stiffness matrix . The deflection quality measure of the fix-
ture is given by , where
and is or velocity norm. The reciprocal deflec-
tion quality measure is given by ,
where is or velocity norm.
Note that is frame invariant, since it is defined in terms
of frame-invariant velocity and wrench norms. Note, too, that
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the velocity and wrench balls used in the definition are not
Euclidean balls. These balls are frame invariant in the sense
that their boundary points always have unit norm, regardless
of the reference frames being used. The reciprocal quality
measure quantifies the weakest reaction wrench generated
by the contacts in response to a frame-invariant collection of
object displacements. It is shown below that is indeed the
reciprocal of . Hence, one can compute an optimal fixture
arrangement either by minimizing or maximizing over the
possible contacts.
In terms of applications, suppose the deflection of must not
exceed a tolerance which is measured in terms of a velocity
norm. Then, has three interesting applications corresponding
to this tolerance. First, let a set of external loads vary in a wrench
ball , where is the
unit wrench ball. Then, a candidate fixture is valid if satisfies
the inequality . Second, can be regarded as
an unknown parameter representing the maximal load capacity
that can be safely applied to a fixtured object. The tolerance
requirement implies the inequality ,
which determines the maximal load capacity as .
Third, the quality measure is useful for fixture planning. When
a set of candidate fixel positions is parameterized by , the de-
flection quality measure becomes a parametrized function .
The fixture planning task becomes an optimization problem of
subject to -tolerance constraints. This approach is dis-
cussed below in the context of optimal fixtures of polygonal
objects.
We now turn to the computation of the deflection quality mea-
sure. First, we compute the quality measure using the ve-
locity norm. This quality measure, denoted as , indicates
’s worst case average deflection over a unit wrench ball. In
the following, and denote the smallest and
largest eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix .
Lemma 4: Let be the weighting matrix associated with the
norm. The deflection quality measure for the velocity
norm and wrench norm is
where
is the fixture compliance matrix.
The reciprocal deflection quality measure is given by
where is the fixture stiffness matrix.
Proof: The unit wrench ball can be written as
, where and
is the usual Euclidean norm. Replacing with in the
definition of , and using the identity
, gives
Next, consider the reciprocal quality measure
. We wish to show that
. The velocity norm can be written as
where and are the usual Euclidean norm.
Replacing with and using the identity
gives
Since , we have that
.
Thus, .
Next, we compute the deflection quality measure using the
velocity norm. This quality measure, denoted , in-
dicates ’s worst case pointwise deflection over a unit wrench
ball. We restrict our attention to the following discretized
version of . Suppose possesses distinguished points
which are critical for precision monitoring. Let the
weighting function have discrete weights at these
points, such that . The following lemma asserts
that the discretized can be efficiently computed as a
collection of eigenvalue problems.
Lemma 5: Let have distinguished points with
discrete weights . The deflection quality measure for
the velocity norm and wrench norm is
where , ,
, and for
. Moreover, the reciprocal deflection quality
measure is given by .
The lemma is proved in Appendix A. We conclude with an ex-
ample that describes how the deflection quality measure varies
over a parametrized family of 2-D frictional fixtures. It is worth
noting that the quality measure holds for 2-D as well as 3-D
fixtures. However, in terms of concrete examples and computa-
tions this paper focuses on 2-D fixtures.
Example 1: Consider an object , which is a regular pent-
agon with edge length (Fig. 1). The object is fixtured by three
frictional quasirigid fixels using the following family of candi-
date fixtures [Fig. 1(a)]. In each fixture arrangement, one fixel is
fixed at the midpoint of the edge . The other two fixels lie on
the edges and at a parametrized distance from the
vertex , where . In order to compute the stiffness
matrix of these frictional fixtures, we use the stiffness matrix
formula5 given in [8] . In this
formula, and are material elasticity constants along the
normal and tangent directions. In addition, and are the 3
1 vectors and , where and
are the unit normal and tangent vectors at the th contact, while
and are the moments of and with respect to the
origin. Since the deflection quality measure is frame invariant,
we may choose coincident world and object frames, with their
origin at ’s center of symmetry and their -axis parallel to the
5See [40] for a detailed modeling of frictional quasirigid contacts.
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Fig. 1. (a) Three-fixel frictional fixture of a pentagon. (b) Variation of Q = 1= as a function of s.
edge . Assuming for simplicity that (typi-
cally is smaller than ), the parametrized stiffness matrix
for this fixture is
where
We wish to examine the variation of the reciprocal quality
measure as a function of . Let us choose a discrete
weighting function , where
are ’s vertices. It can be verified that the weighting
matrix in this case is simply , where
is the distance from ’s center of sym-
metry to the vertices. Using Lemma 4, the reciprocal quality
measure is given in terms of by
The variation of as a function of is plotted in Fig. 1(b).
It can be seen that is initially insensitive to the fixel loca-
tions. As further increases, the two upper fixels spread apart
and increases monotonically at a significant rate. This
agrees with our intuition that the object deflection
should decrease in a spread-apart fixel arrangement. A
more detailed characterization of minimum-deflection fixtures
is provided in the next section.
V. MINIMUM DEFLECTION FIXTURES OF POLYGONS
In this section, we focus on the task of computing glob-
ally optimal fixtures of 2-D polygonal objects, using three
or four fixels. We describe techniques for computing optimal
fixtures of polygonal objects, where optimality is determined
by the deflection quality measure. In doing so, we also
wish to gain qualitative understanding of the optimal contact
arrangements. The computation is based on the reciprocal
quality measure , where
is the object’s weighting matrix and is the fixture stiffness
matrix. We first provide a concise formula for the key matrix
, called the scaled stiffness matrix, then
discuss optimal fixturing using three and four fixels.
A. Formula for the Scaled Stiffness Matrix
The scaled stiffness matrix formula relies on the fol-
lowing terminology. The weighting matrix is given in the
2-D case by , where
. Since the deflection quality measure is frame
invariant, we may choose the world and body frames and
to be coincident. When the origin of these frames is selected
at ’s centroid with respect to the weighting function , the
weighing matrix becomes diagonal , where
. Recall that is ’s radius of gyration
when is mass density. Here, is a kinematic quantity called
the radius of with respect to the weighting function . Next,
we introduce several quantities associated with the stiffness
matrix. Let , where , , and
are 2 2, 2 1, and 1 1. The stiffness matrix is associated
with a special point in the plane, called center of compliance
and denoted , whose location is given by .
When and are selected at with suitable orientation,
the stiffness matrix becomes diagonal .
The scalars and , called the translational stiffnesses of ,
are the eigenvalues of . The scalar , called the rotational
stiffness of , is given by . The
following lemma specifies a formula for the scaled stiffness
matrix in terms of these parameters.
Lemma 6: Let a fixture arrangement of a planar object
have a stiffness matrix . The scaled stiffness matrix for frames
and coincident at ’s centroid is given by
where , , and are the translational and rotational stiff-
nesses of , is the center of compliance, and is
the radius of associated with the weighting function .
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The lemma is obtained in two steps. First, one ap-
plies the transformation rule (2) to obtain the formula
, where is the transfor-
mation from ’s center of compliance to its centroid.
Then, one computes the scaled stiffness matrix
. As a
shorthand notation, we define , , and
, so that the scaled stiffness matrix becomes
(7)
The formula for is valid for planar fixtures represented by any
quasirigid compliance model, which may involve frictional con-
tacts (Example 1). However, for illustration purposes, we make
several assumptions for the rest of this section. First, we assume
frictionless quasirigid contacts. This assumption is well justi-
fied in fixturing applications where friction effects are often ne-
glected. The classical contact theory of Hertz [15] describes the
nonlinear mechanics of such contacts, and we use stiffness ma-
trices which are based on this model [27], [30]. Additionally, we
assume that the fixels are disc shaped with radius and located
at interior points of the object’s edges.
B. Minimum Deflection Fixtures Using Three Fixels
We describe a graphical technique for computing the min-
imum deflection a three-contact fixture of polygonal objects.
Our first task is to characterize the three-contact stable equi-
librium fixtures of the given object. A three-contact equilib-
rium is fully characterized by the condition that the contact nor-
mals positively span the origin such that their lines intersect at
a common point. We discard contact arrangements where the
three contacts lie on two parallel edges of , since without fric-
tion, such fixtures are only neutrally stable. Thus, we focus on
nonparallel edge triplets that admit three-contact equilibrium
fixtures, and refer to these as admissible edge triplets. An ad-
missible edge triplet yields a stable fixture when the stiffness
matrix associated with the fixture is positive definite. The fol-
lowing lemma gives a formula for the stiffness matrix (a proof
of the lemma can be found in [27]). In the lemma, is the th
inward unit normal to an edge of , and is material stiffness
at the th contact. The circumscribing circle of a triangle is the
circle which passes through the triangle’s vertices (Fig. 2).
Lemma 7: Let three disc fixels hold a polygonal object in
a frictionless equilibrium fixture. The fixture’s center of com-
pliance lies at the contact normals concurrency point, and for
frames and coincident at this point, the stiffness matrix
is given by
where (8)
In this formula, , where is the
preloading fixel force in the absence of an external wrench;
is the radius of the circumscribing circle of the edge triplet
containing the contacts; is
determined from the triangle’s three interior angles, denoted
( ,2,3); and is the fixels’ radius.
Fig. 2. Three fixelsA ,A , andA contacting a particular edge triplet.
Note that the two eigenvalues of the matrix
are the translational stiffnesses and ,
while is the rotational stiffness of the fixture. Our next task
is to verify under what conditions is positive definite. First,
is automatically positive definite on an admissible edge
triplet. The rotational stiffness is given by .
The parameters and are positive constants while is a
positive constant in compressive fixtures where the fixels push
toward the concurrency point.6 Assuming compressive fixtures,
is positive when is strictly positive. Since is the sum
of the preloading forces, the requirement implies that
the fixels must be preloaded for stability. We therefore assume
that has a fixed positive value for all possible fixel place-
ments. This is a reasonable assumption since, in practice, one
often wishes to compare different fixtures having a common
preloading level , which is predetermined by task specifi-
cations and material strength limits. Under the assumption of
a fixed , the rotational stiffness is a positive constant on
each edge triplet. Hence, all preloaded compressive equilibrium
fixtures on admissible edge triplets are automatically stable.
In order to obtain a simple formula for the deflection quality
measure, we invoke in Appendix B, a basic characteristic
of quasirigid bodies. These bodies experience contact defor-
mations whose dimension is much smaller than the bodies’
characteristic dimension. Based on this fact, it is shown in
the Appendix that , in formula (7) for . Since
, the latter inequality implies the following
proposition (Appendix B).
Proposition 8: Let a polygonal object be stably fixtured by
three frictionless quasirigid contacts. The reciprocal deflec-
tion quality measure is approximately given by
(9)
where is the fixture’s rotational stiffness, is ’s radius with
respect to the weighting function , and is the distance be-
tween the concurrency point of the contact normals and ’s cen-
troid with respect to .
We can now analyze how changes as the contacts vary
along a particular edge triplet. The equilibrium arrangements
6 is negative in expansive fixtures where the fixels push away from the con-
currency point.
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Fig. 3. Optimal three-contact fixtures of two triangular objects (shown
shaded). For a uniform weighting function B’s centroid lies (a) inside S and
(b) outside S (fixels are black discs).
can be parametrized by the concurrency point of the contact
normals, denoted as . This point lies inside a convex polyg-
onal region, denoted as , formed by intersecting three strips
whose bounding lines are perpendicular to the three edges and
pass through their endpoints (Fig. 2). Since is fixed, the rota-
tional stiffness is constant regardless of the location of . The
radius associated with the weighting function is also constant.
Hence, the only variable that changes with is the distance . It
follows that is maximal (and, hence, is minimal) on
a given edge triplet when is minimal. The problem of finding
the minimum deflection fixture on a given edge triplet is thus
equivalent to the minimization of over .
The above discussion leads to the following graphical tech-
nique for computing the optimal fixture on a given edge triplet.
(The optimization over different edge triplets is considered
below.) First, find the region as shown in Fig. 2. Second, find
the centroid of with respect to the weighting function . If
the centroid lies in , it is the optimal concurrency point of the
contact normals. Otherwise, the centroid lies outside . Since
is a polygonal region, the optimal concurrency point is the
closest point in to ’s centroid—this point either lies on an
edge of or is a vertex of . Finally, knowledge of the optimal
concurrency point determines the optimal fixel locations. The
graphical technique is illustrated with the following example.
Example 2: The minimum deflection fixture of a triangle or
a particular edge triplet can be graphically determined as shown
in Fig. 3. First, the region of possible concurrency point posi-
tions must be determined. When ’s centroid lies inside , the
optimal concurrency point coincides with ’s centroid as shown
in Fig. 3(a). When ’s centroid lies outside , a perpendicular
line can be drawn through the centroid to the closest boundary
edge of . The resulting intersection gives the optimal concur-
rency point, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Our last task is to characterize the globally optimal fixture
over all admissible edge triplets. While is constant on a par-
ticular edge triplet, it attains different values on different edge
triplets. When is fixed, is influenced by the
shape and size of the triangle determined by each edge triplet.
The size parameter (the radius of the edge-triplet’s circum-
scribing circle) and the shape parameter (determined by the
edge-triplet’s interior angles) are both preferred to be large for
achieving minimum deflection. Therefore, in the globally op-
timal fixture, the fixels are spread apart, and the edges in the
triplet are oriented evenly. Lastly, . Hence,
the distance between ’s centroid and the concurrency point of
Fig. 4. Optimal three-contact minimum deflection fixture is on edge triplet
(e ; e ; e ).
the contact normals must be small. However, the optimal fixture
is determined by a combined influence of the above parameters,
as illustrated with the following example.
Example 3: Consider the minimum deflection fixture of the
quadrilateral object shown in Fig. 4, using the limiting case
of zero fixel radii. The vertices of have coordinates (0,0),
(1,0), (0.7,0.6), (0.15,0.45). We choose a weighting function
, where are the object’s vertices. Under
this choice, ’s centroid has coordinates (0.4625, 0.2625), while
’s radius is . The object has only two admis-
sible edge triplets and , and the minimum
deflection fixture for each triplet is shown in Fig. 4. The op-
timal concurrency point for both triplets coincides with ’s cen-
troid. However, the two edge triplets have different shapes and
sizes. For the triplet , and, therefore,
. For the triplet ,
and, therefore, . It follows that the optimal
minimum-deflection fixture is the one on .
C. Minimum Deflection Fixtures Using Four Fixels
The usage of four rather than three fixels provides a more ro-
bust immobilization in which the contact normals determine the
fixture’s translational as well as rotational stiffness. We describe
a technique for computing the minimum deflection four-con-
tact fixture of a polygonal object. Here, too, our first task is
to characterize the four-contact stable equilibrium fixtures. The
four fixels can be placed on any edge triplet or quadruplet of
, and we first focus on a particular edge combination. The
four-contact arrangements on a given edge combination are pa-
rametrized as follows. Let be the origin of and let be
the edge containing the th contact. The th contact is param-
etrized by its signed distance, denoted , measured along
from the point where or its extension perpendicularly inter-
sects a line passing through . The vector
specifies a particular contact configuration, and the collection of
all contact configurations on a given edge combination forms a
four-dimensional (4-D) cube denoted .
Next, we characterize the four-contact equilibrium con-
figurations in . First, note that can be interpreted as the
torque generated by a unit force acting on at the th
contact. The wrench generated by the unit force is therefore
. A four-contact equilibrium fixture is charac-
terized by the condition that a positive linear combination of
the wrenches spans the zero wrench. This condi-
tion is valid on the following subset of . Let the functions
(mod 4) be called the deter-
minant functions associated with the given edge combination.
Then, we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 9 ([27]): Let a planar object be held by four fixels at
a contact configuration . A necessary and sufficient condition
for to be an equilibrium fixture is that , , ,
and are all nonzero and have the same sign.
The lemma implies that the collection of four-contact equi-
librium fixtures on a particular edge combination is a disjoint
union of two 4-D sets , where
For a polygonal object, each is linear in . Hence, and
are bounded convex polytopes in . Thus, for a given edge
combination, one may separately compute the optimal fixture on
and , then select the best fixture among the two polytopes.
Our next task is to characterize the stable four-contact fixtures in
and . The following formula specifies the stiffness matrix
for a four-contact fixture of a polygonal object.
Lemma 10 ([27]): Let four disc fixels hold a polygonal ob-
ject in a frictionless equilibrium fixture at a contact configura-
tion . For coincident frames and
(with origin anywhere in the plane), the fixture stiffness matrix
is given by
(10)
where is the th contact stiffness, and is the
wrench generated by an inward unit normal force at the th
contact.
One can verify that is positive definite in the generic
case where the 3 4 matrix has full rank.
Hence, all generic four-contact equilibrium fixtures are auto-
matically stable. Note that in contrast with the three-contact
stiffness matrix, the fixels’ radius does not appear in (10).
Formula (10) is, in fact, a simplification of an exact formula
which contains a curvature-dependent term [30]. However, the
latter term is typically much smaller than the term appearing in
(10) and does not affect fixture stability.
Having obtained a formula for , we proceed to derive ex-
pressions for the translational and rotational stiffnesses of
in terms of . These parameters appear in the formula for the
scaled stiffness matrix , whose minimal eigenvalue is .
The translational stiffnesses and are the eigenvalues of
the submatrix . The rotational stiffness is
given by . Substitution of these sub-
matrices according to (10) gives
(11)
It can be verified that for polygonal objects and disc fixels,
the contact stiffnesses remain approximately constant as the
fixels move along a particular edge combination. Hence, we
make the simplifying assumption that the ’s are constant on
each edge combination. It follows that and are constant
on a given edge combination. However, the rotational stiffness
is a non-negative quadratic function of .
Before proceeding with the computation of the optimal
four-contact fixture, let us pause to discuss some of its qualita-
tive properties. The discussion is based on the following lemma
(Appendix B).
Lemma 11: Let a polygonal object be held by four fixels.
Let be ’s radius with respect to the weighting function .
As the contacts vary along a particular edge combination,
satisfies the lower bound
where , , and , where
is the distance between the fixture’s center of compliance
and ’s centroid. Moreover, the lower bound is monotonically
increasing in and monotonically decreasing in .
The lemma implies the following generic properties of the
minimum deflection four-contact fixture (i.e., the one which
maximizes ). First, , where and
are the eigenvalues of . It can be verified
that the eigenvalues of are the largest when the contact nor-
mals are evenly oriented. Second, the rotational stiffness is
quadratic in . Recall now that represents the moments gen-
erated by the fixels. In particular, increases monotonically
with when the moments are measured with respect to the
fixture’s center of compliance. Thus, for larger values of ,
the fixels should spread apart with respect to the center of com-
pliance so that the moments generated by the fixels would be
as large as possible. Lastly, the lower bound on decreases
monotonically with the distance . Hence, for larger values of
, this distance should be as small as possible, and most de-
sirably should be zero. The following example illustrates some
of these observations.
Example 4: Consider the fixturing of a rectangular ob-
ject using the following family of four-contact arrangements
(Fig. 5). Two fixels are located on the vertical edges of at a
signed distance from the -axis, and two fixels are located on
the horizontal edges of at a signed distance from the -axis.
The center of compliance of these symmetric contact arrange-
ments coincides with ’s center of symmetry. When we choose
a weighting function , where are ’s
vertices, the centroid of with respect to also coincides with
’s center of symmetry. Assuming point fixels and uniform
contact stiffnesses ( for ), the scaled stiffness
matrix takes the form .
Hence, is maximal at .
The fixels in this optimal arrangement are spread apart and
positioned at diagonally opposite corners of (Fig. 5).
We now proceed with the computation of the optimal four-
contact fixture on a particular edge combination. This compu-
tation requires maximization of on the convex polytopes
and . We describe a procedure for maximizing over
one of these polytopes, denoted . The procedure is based on
an auxiliary function , which is defined as follows. Recall that
is the normalized rotational stiffness and are the nor-
malized coordinates of the center of compliance. Let us de-
fine the ratio , where and are the transla-
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Fig. 5. Symmetric four-contact fixtures of a rectangular object.
tional stiffnesses of . Then, is defined by
, where
The following proposition specifies a procedure for com-
puting the maximum of over . The proposition is
motivated and proved in Appendix B.
Proposition 12: The function has, at most, one root in the
interval (0,1). The maximum of over
is determined according to the following two cases.
1) There exists such that if and only if
satisfies the condition
.
2) The function has no zero in the interval (0,1) if and only
if .
In order to apply the proposition, one has to compute the zero
of in the interval (0,1). Using binary search, an -approximate
root can be found in evaluations of . Each evaluation
of requires a maximization of over as described below.
If no root of exists, one determines the optimal fixture by
evaluating at values of that approach zero. Consider now
the evaluation of for a fixed , .
Since are linear and is quadratic in , the max-
imization of over is an indefinite quadratic programming
problem. Such problems are NP hard, and known algorithms
are exponential in the number of variables. For example,
[10] and [46] describe an -approximate algorithm that takes
steps, where is the number of
variables and is the number of negative eigenvalues of the
quadratic objective function (note that ). In this bound,
is the time it takes to solve a convex quadratic optimization
problem of the same size, which is polynomial in the number
of linear constraints of the polytope . However, in our case,
and . Hence, the number of steps is linear in
the number of constraints, with a somewhat large constant
determined by the dimension . Given that is small,
our approach provides a practical procedure for finding an
-approximate optimal fixture at a reasonable computational
cost, despite the nonconvex and highly nonlinear nature of the
optimization procedure. The procedure is illustrated with the
following example.
Example 5: We apply the numerical procedure to the
quadrilateral object from Example 3, with vertices at (0,0),
(1,0), (0.7,0.6), and (0.15,0.45). Using the same weighting
Fig. 6. Minimum deflection fixture of a quadrilateral object.
function , where are ’s vertices, ’s
radius is and ’s centroid is located at (0.4625,
0.2625). According to Proposition 12, the optimal fixture on
each edge combination can be numerically found as an indefi-
nite quadratic optimization problem. In our implementation, we
assumed point fixels and uniform contact stiffnesses (
for ). The globally optimal fixture computed over
all edge triplets and quadruples of is shown in Fig. 6. For this
minimum deflection fixture, , , and
. In contrast with the previous example,
the fixels are not located at diagonally opposite corners, since
such a choice would move the fixture’s center of compliance
away from ’s centroid. The precise tradeoff between such
qualitative factors can only be determined by the numerical
procedure. In this example, two fixels are located at the oppo-
site corners of the bottom edge, while the other two fixels are
located on the side edges just beyond the closest point to ’s
centroid.
To summarize, the optimal three-contact fixture on an
edge triplet can be graphically determined, while the optimal
four-contact fixture on an edge triplet or quadruplet can be
determined by a small indefinite quadratic program. In order to
find the globally optimal fixture, one can repeat this computa-
tion over all edge combinations that yield feasible equilibrium
grasps. The number of edge triplets and quadruplets is polyno-
mial in the number of edges, but a more efficient combinatorial
search would be required for objects having a large number of
edges.
VI. CONCLUSION
The deflection of a fixtured object has been formalized using
velocity and wrench norms. These norms, in contrast to those
used in previous works, are frame invariant and have interesting
physical interpretations that make them suitable for practical
fixture planning. Using these norms, a quality measure for com-
pliant fixtures was defined as the norm of the object’s worst-
case displacement induced by a unit wrench ball. Interpreted
intuitively, this quality measure gives the worst-case object de-
flection in response to all unit magnitude wrenches. We ob-
served the following features of the deflection quality measure.
First, the deflection quality measure is frame invariant. Second,
the quality measure applies to 2-D and 3-D compliant fixtures
modeled by any quasirigid compliance model and employing
any number of contacts. We emphasized frictionless quasirigid
models which are most relevant for fixturing applications. How-
ever, models that include friction effects can also be used. Fi-
nally, the quality measure directly characterizes physical deflec-
tion of the fixtured object and is therefore useful in practical
monitoring of manufacturing tolerances.
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We illustrated the planning of minimum deflection fixtures
on polygonal objects. The qualitative properties of such fix-
tures were characterized as follows. In order to reduce object
deflection, the fixels should be placed on evenly oriented edges,
should spread apart with respect to the fixture’s center of com-
pliance, and should minimize the distance from the object’s
centroid to the fixture’s center of compliance. Similar observa-
tions have been previously made for rigid [34] as well as com-
pliant grasps [29]. Therefore, it appears that these geometric fea-
tures are generally possessed by “good” fixture arrangements.
We also considered the computation of minimum deflection fix-
tures for polygonal objects. In the case of three-contact fixtures,
we presented a graphical technique for determining the optimal
contact arrangement. In the case of four-contact fixtures, an in-
definite quadratic programming (IQP) algorithm was devised to
find the global minimum-deflection fixture arrangement. This
algorithm is practically useful, since the IQP problem associ-
ated with four-contact fixtures involves only four independent
variables.
Finally, we mention issues that need to be addressed in future
research. First and foremost, the deflection quality measure need
to be verified in experiments. A high-precision fixturing system
is being developed for this purpose, and initial results obtained
with this system are reported in [3]. Second, we only used the
velocity and wrench norms in computing minimum deflec-
tion fixtures. Alternative norms such as the norm should
also be explored. The velocity norm is particularly attrac-
tive for fixture planning, due to its physical interpretation as the
maximal displacement of object points which are critical for
precision monitoring. Lastly, the deflection quality measure is
valid for both 2-D and 3-D objects. However, we only discussed
optimal fixturing techniques for polygonal objects. While these
techniques readily extend to 3-D prismatic objects with a polyg-
onal cross section, many industrial parts are truly 3-D. Algo-
rithms for planning minimum deflection fixtures for such ob-
jects are important in practice and should be addressed in future
research.
APPENDIX A
DETAILS CONCERNING VELOCITY AND WRENCH NORMS
This appendix contains two lemmas concerning velocity and
wrench norms, as well as a lemma on the computation of the
deflection measure . The first lemma asserts the frame in-
variance of the velocity norm.
Lemma 1: The velocity norm is invariant with respect
to choice of world and body frames.
Proof: Let and be two choices of world frames,
such that the two frames are related by a rigid body displacement
. Similarly, let and be two choices of body
frames, such that the two frames are related by a displacement
. Let , , , , and denote entities expressed with
respect to and , and let , , , , and denote entities
expressed with respect to and . By construction,
and . When we substitute for and
in , we get . Moreover, according to
(3)
Let denote the weighting function in the coordinates. Since
and represent the same function, we may write
. Let denote the region occupied by in the
coordinates. Substituting for , , and in the norm
gives the following equivalent integration over :
Two terms in the integrant cancel each other as follows. Using
the identity , we get
. Hence
where we used the identities ,
, and .
The next lemma gives the conditions under which is
a valid velocity norm.
Lemma 2: If is a 2-D object is a norm when is
strictly positive at two points of . If is a 3-D object
is a norm when is strictly positive at three noncollinear points
of .
Proof: We must verify that is positive definite, lin-
early homogeneous, and satisfies the triangle inequality. The
function defined in (5) is clearly linearly homogeneous in .
It is also clearly non-negative. Focusing on the 3-D case, we
now verify that vanishes only at . The condition
implies that the object point moves with pure
instantaneous rolling. In general, a 3-D object can simultane-
ously roll only at points which lie along a common spatial line.
Since is strictly positive on three noncollinear points, must
have at least one point such that . Hence,
is positive definite. The third property is triangular in-
equality, which is equivalent to the condition
. A nonnegative function always sat-
isfies the identity . Applying
this fact to gives
(12)
Given three functions , it is al-
ways true that
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. Applying
this identity to (12) gives
where we used the fact that is positive semi-def-
inite. A closer look at the term reveals that
. Given
non-negative functions and , it is always true that
. Using this fact and
the identity , one gets
Taking the square root of both sides gives the desired triangle
inequality.
The final lemma provides a concrete formula for computing
the deflection measure .
Lemma 5: Let have distinguished points with
discrete weights . The deflection quality measure for
the velocity norm and wrench norm is given by
where , ,
, and for .
Moreover, the reciprocal deflection quality measure is given by
.
Proof: Using (6), the discretized version of
the velocity norm is given by
. Using the identity
and substituting in
, gives
Exchanging with and substi-
tuting gives
We now show that
is the reciprocal of . By definition,
. Substituting and
using the identity gives
, where and
is the usual Euclidean norm. The extrema of
are located on the boundary of the constraint set, given by
. Furthermore, it can be verified
that is a convex function of . Hence, is
convex. This implies that the extrema of occur on the
individual patches that comprise the set . The th patch is
a subset of the quadratic hyper-surface , where
for . An ex-
tremum of on the th patch satisfies the condition
for (13)
The extrema of on the th patch are therefore eigen-
vectors of with an eigenvalue . Multiplying both sides
of (13) by , we obtain that . It fol-
lows that at the extrema of on . Let
be the index of the matrix with the largest maximal
eigenvalue, . Let
be the corresponding eigenvector, such that .
Since for , the eigen-
vector must lie on the patch of . Since
is the largest possible eigenvalue and , the
global minimum of on the set is . Thus,
.
APPENDIX B
DETAILS CONCERNING OPTIMAL FIXTURES OF POLYGONS
This appendix contains proofs of two key propositions con-
cerned with optimal fixturing of polygons by three and four
fixels. Proposition 8 provides an approximate expression for
in three-contact fixtures. In order to prove the proposi-
tion, we need to compare orders of magnitude of the stiffness
parameters , , and , which have the same dimen-
sion. The parameters and are the eigenvalues of the matrix
. Excluding degenerate edge triplets with
almost parallel edges, it can be verified that these eigenvalues
have the same order of magnitude as the contact stiffnesses .
Thus, for ,2,3. The radius of with respect
to satisfies and . Using Lemma 7, it follows that
. Now we invoke the basic fact
that deformations at a quasirigid contact are much smaller than
the object’s characteristic dimension.7 The deformation at the
contact is on the order of magnitude of . Identifying
’s characteristic dimension with , we have that ,
or equivalently . Since , we obtain that
, or equivalently . We
also need the following lemma on eigenvalue perturbation.
Lemma 13 ([11]): Let a real symmetric matrix be per-
turbed to , where is real symmetric with .
Let be a distinct eigenvalue of with an associated unit-mag-
nitude eigenvector . Then, is an eigenvalue of the
perturbed matrix .
The inequality and Lemma 13 allow us to
prove Proposition 8.
7This fact holds true under any quasirigid contact model, including highly
nonlinear models where the coefficients k depend on f .
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Proof of Proposition 8: We can write the scaled stiffness
matrix as , where
and
Since , can be viewed as a small pertur-
bation to . Now, is positive semidefinite with a distinct
eigenvalue and a corresponding eigenvector .
Applying Lemma 13 using this eigenvector,
is approximately an eigenvalue of .
(The denominator is due to a normalization of
the eigenvector , and .) To show that
this is the smallest eigenvalue of , note that regardless of the
values of and , the nonzero eigenvalues of are no less
than . Also, it can be shown that and are per-
turbed to give the remaining eigenvalues of , and the pertur-
bations are on the order of the matrix norm . Since
, it follows that is the smallest
eigenvalue of .
Next, consider Lemma 11, which provides a lower bound for
in four-contact fixtures.
Lemma 11: Let a polygonal object be held by four fixels.
Let be ’s radius associated with the weighting function .
As the contacts vary along a particular edge combination,
satisfies the lower bound
where , , and where
is the distance between the fixture’s center of compliance
and ’s centroid. Moreover, the lower bound is monotonically
increasing in and monotonically decreasing in .
Proof: By definition, . Let us assume
that . Then, the scaled stiffness matrix can be written
as the following sum of two matrices:
where . Since , both matrices are positive
semidefinite. Hence, satisfies the lower bound
where we replaced with . The eigenvalues
of the latter matrix are given by and
, and the lower bound on
is specified in terms of these eigenvalues.
Next, we verify that the lower bound is monotonically de-
creasing in , which would imply the same monotonicity in .
Let . Since
, we only need to verify monotonically
for the case where . Thus
since (except at ), and the square-root satisfies
. Finally we verify
that the lower bound increases monotonically in , which would
imply the same monotonicity in .
By assumption, . Substituting for in this in-
equality . Hence
. It follows that the
partial derivative of with respect to satisfies the inequality
since .
Finally, consider Proposition 12, which gives a procedure for
computing the maximal value of based on an auxiliary
function . We first give a preliminary lemma. Without loss of
generality, let , and recall the notation . For
a parameter , we define
Since , we have that , and the
functions and are therefore well defined. The following
decomposition of can then be verified
, where
The symmetry of and implies that
.
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Furthermore, it can be shown that is positive semidefinite,
and . Thus
for all (14)
These bounds allow the following characterization of .
Lemma 14: For a fixed , the function is mono-
tonically increasing in , and either of the following two cases
must be true.
1) There is a unique , such that
.
2) achieves the upper bound (i.e.,
).
Proof: Since
, the function is monotonically increasing
in . Consider the function (with dependence on suppressed)
which is also monotonically increasing in . If , then
and . Hence, has a unique
zero in the interval (0,1). This fact, along with the bounds in
(14), leads to Case (1). It remains to consider the case . In
this case, , where .
The characteristic equation of the positive definite matrix
is given by ,
which transforms to the equation by change of vari-
able . Thus, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the zeros of and the eigenvalues of . Now,
. Hence, if , it
is the only eigenvalue of in the interval . This implies
that has a unique zero in and, consequently, has a
unique zero in (0,1). This is again Case (1). Otherwise, we have
and , which is Case (2).
It follows from the lemma that maximizing over
is equivalent to minimizing the scalar over the constraint
such that and . Moreover, if
no such exists, the maximal value of is precisely .
Defining , where
, we are now in a position to prove Proposition 12.
Proof of Proposition 12: According to Lemma 14, the
function and, consequently, is increasing in
in the interval (0,1). Hence, is also
increasing in in the interval (0,1). This implies that has at
most one root in the interval (0,1). We now prove the second
part of the proposition, starting with Case (1). Suppose that
has a unique zero . Then, for
some . Using Lemma 14, we have
But from the same lemma, . There-
fore, is the desired optimal fixture. Conversely, let be the
optimal fixture such that for any , we have
. By Lemma 14, there exists and in (0,1),
with , such that ,
and . This implies that
Therefore, .
Since , we obtain that
.
Finally consider Case (2) in the proposition. If has no root
in (0,1), then suppose that . From
Case (1), would have a zero in (0,1), a contradiction. Con-
versely, let . If had a zero in (0,1),
then Case (1) would imply that , again
a contradiction. Thus, . To prove the
second assertion in this case, let be such that
for a given . Clearly,
. Suppose that . Thus,
for all . According to the upper bound in (14), this implies
that for all —a contra-
diction. Hence, , and by the lower bound in
(14), we obtain .
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